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When you choose IntelliWeather, you
choose a partner who will deliver:
Accurate, reliable systems and data
The ability to customize a solution to meet your current and future needs
Solutions that are fully sponsorable – add logos, videos, audio & crawls for advertisers/underwriters
The ability for you to:
✓ Operate, customize and control your weather content,
✓ Add, create and schedule your own content, or…
✓ IntelliWeather hosted & delivered preproduced content to you – just set it & forget it
✓
✓
✓
✓

At IntelliWeather, we understand that every client is unique – we listen, we design and recommend a
solution that will meet your specific situation. On the following pages, you’ll see many options for
weather content, delivery schemes, various uses and much more.
At IntelliWeather, we think that you should have weather your way!
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•

Fully automated 24/7 weather channel – HyperWeather5
•

•

•

Weather Content Options
❑ Customizable weather graphics
❑ Live, local, real-time radar
❑ Up-to-the-minute local weather data & graphics
❑ Severe Weather Crawls
❑ Meteorologist videos
❑ Add/schedule your own or other content
Content Delivery Options
❑ Client-side Hardware Solutions
❑ IntelliWeather Virtual Solutions

Automated weather breaks & programs
•
•
•
•

Program Length
❑ Anything from 5 seconds to multiple hours
Weather Content
❑ Any or all of HyperWeather5 content
Scheduling Software
❑ Complete flexibility of scheduling one or more weather break lengths
Content Delivery Options
❑ Client-side Hardware Solutions
❑ IntelliWeather Virtual Solutions

•

Talent-driven, on-air weather presentations

•

Website Weather Graphics

❑
❑
❑
❑

Customizable weather graphics
Live, local radar
Up-to-the-minute local weather data & graphics
See “Weather Content Options” above

Choose any one
or combination
of solutions

Automated Channel –

HyperWeather5 by IntelliWeather
•

•

Five Content Zones
•

Zone 1 [1280x720]: Weather rotation including XRAD3D Live Radar,
current conditions, forecasts, satellite & more

•

Zone 2 [400x720]: Weather graphics & data from local weather station
including current conditions, climate & almanac information

•

Zone 3 [1280x240]: Forecasts (hourly & daily), weather station
data/graphs & more

•

Zone 4 [400x240]: Station ID, time, date, etc.

•

Zone 5: Automated Crawls – Severe Thunderstorm, Tornado & Flood
Warnings (Source: NWS Bulletins); Manual & scheduled custom local
crawls

Five Content Sources – Choose any/all
❑

Customizable weather graphics

❑

Live, local, real-time radar

❑

Up-to-the-minute local weather data & graphics

❑

Severe Weather Crawls

❑

Meteorologist videos

PLUS
❑

Add/schedule your own or other content
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Localized – We focus on your viewing area and include the cities that are important to your viewers
Customizable – Our style, colors and fonts are customizable; just show us to look you want and our graphics
department will create a special look for you

❑ Weather Imagery from IntelliWeather

Current Conditions; Forecasts (Today, Tomorrow, Tonight, 3-5-7 day, Weekend; Local Radar, Satellite, Sat/Rad,
Warnings/Alerts Map; Regional & National12, 24, 36 & 48 Hour & Traveler Forecasts, Radar, Satellite, Sat/Rad, Sat
Color Infrared; Global Satellite, full global satellite coverage including, GOES West, GOES East, Indoex, Meteosat &
HIMAWARI8; Hurricane & Atlantic/Pacific weather graphics; Astronomical Data, Sunrise/Sunset Times, Moon
Rise/Set Times, Moon Phase Description

❑ NWS Warnings (Crawls)

Sensors

IntelliWeather’s program detects new tornado and sever thunderstorm warning bulletins for your coverage area
and automatically start and continue the crawl in Zone 5 (across the bottom of the screen) until all warnings have
expired

❑ Live Radar from Local NEXRAD Site

Console

Cabled or
Wireless

XRAD3D is an exciting state of the art solution for LIVE radar, satellite, models and much more! Automatically
rotate between wide, medium & local radar views from a single radar facility. Real-time updated data, direct
from the NEXRAD network, is like having your own Doppler weather radar system. It's like climbing up a NEXRAD
Radar tower and plugging your TV station into it. It’s that fast! Live radar is fed into the rotation in the
HyperWeather5 system. The frequency and duration inside HyperWeather5 is fully controllable. XRAD3D is placed
in Zone 1 (1280 X 720) of HyperWeather5.

❑ Weather Graphics & Data from Station Sensor Suite

When minutes matter, our weather stations provide up to the minute current conditions plus a full compliment of today’s
data, climactic data along with astronomical data. Weather station data is typically displayed in zones 2 & 3. You may
choose to have one or more weather station sensor suite, one for each city you wish to feature.

❑ Meteorologist Videos

Complete customization; professionally presented by experienced meteorologists. Fully automated: No additional client-end
tasks; these sponsorable videos are seamlessly integrated into HyperWeather5 weather segments. Delivery is twice daily with
two cuts each time. Typical lengths are 30 seconds to 2 minutes. Samples available.

❑ Your Content

Insert your own videos, audio clips, streaming video (e.g. traffic cams) or audio (e.g. internet radio). Create
community bulletin board pages and much, much more.
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Whether it’s an automated weather channel or weather segments, you can choose to be in control of the
content, change, edit, add, schedule and much more; or, you can choose to allow us to host your content on
our servers and deliver it to you on a schedule – set it & forget it!

❑ I want to control my hardware and content

Once we understand the type(s) of weather content you want, we will design a simple hardware suite for you.
You will be able to change, edit, add, schedule and much more with this solution. We’ll provide the training and
support needed to help you customize your weather show. Please see the page titled, “HyperWeather5 – How it
works…your way!” for a general overview of our hardware configuration. We do have other schemes for those
who want to accomplish additional objectives. These might include adding more weather stations, streaming
capability, a second XRAD3D player, a back-up machine, etc. You get the idea.
Sensors

Console

Cabled or
Wireless

If additional hardware is required, we frequently move our custom chassis/blade system where we can
accommodate up to 9 blades (purpose-built computers) in a single 8U or 6U chassis. Again, we design, engineer
and build based on your needs. This custom build approach allows you to save rack space and minimize costs.

❑ Deliver my prerendered video content – Set it & forget it!

All of our weather content can be virtualized…meaning we create the videos on our servers and prepare them for
deliver to your playout system. That means that can choose ANY ONE or MORE of our content types.
With this approach, it’s much more of a “set it & forget it” which means that your content will follow the same
patterns and content cycle. It is also possible for us to set up a custom folder for you to add video and/or audio
content that will always play in a predetermined slot, but YOU can change it at any time by replacing a file on a
designated folder on our servers.

➢ It’s all sponsorable!

Don’t forget, no matter how your content is created or delivered, advertisers/underwriters have lots of options to
get their message out, including logos, videos, audio clips, crawls & meteorologist mentions.

Getting Started – Weather your way!
Getting a quote is simple and fast. And, once we receive a signed contract or purchase order plus your downpayment, delivery of your system (hardware or virtual content) is typically in 45 days (+/- 15 days).

❑ Get a quote

Sensors

Console

Cabled or
Wireless

It’s simple, just tell us what you want by checking any or all boxes. Want more than one quote, simply
provide two lists of the desired items below.
• How you want to use it
❑ 24/7 Automated Weather Channel
❑ Automated Weather Segments and/or insertions
❑ Website Weather Content
❑ Streaming Content
❑ Talent-driven, on-air weather presentations
• Weather Content Options
❑ Customizable weather graphics – IntelliWeather Graphics Package
❑ Live, local, real-time radar – XRAD3D Radar
❑ Up-to-the-minute local weather data & graphics – Weather Station w/Sensor Suite
❑ Severe Weather Crawls – Automated Tornado & Severe Thunderstorm Warnings
❑ Live Traffic & Weather Cameras
❑ Meteorologist videos
• Content Delivery Options
❑ Client-side Hardware Solution
❑ IntelliWeather Hosted/Virtual Solution
• And, please provide
❑ Format (HD–16:9; or SD–4:3)
❑ Output (SDI, HDMI, other)
❑ Resolution (1080i, 720p, 480p, other)

❑ Questions? Need more detail; we have lots of it!

Rick Anderson, VP Business Development, IntelliWeather
Email: rick@intelliweather.com Direct: 530.363.7638

